
The staging of modern Britain. 

It is said that documentary photography can be staged and theatrically performed, meaning to 

create an imaginary narrative or to produce a duplicated photograph. 

The book THEATRES of the REAL that was produced by eight photographers of the history 

of Britain that is accompanied by essays; illustrates imagery which is staged, thus 

representing modern Britain and the way that the theatrical and documentary photography go 

together.  The photographs are varied from everyday things, from the washing up series by 

Nigel Shafran, created in 200, to the images from the series them.  A real mishmash of 

subjects which contrast with each other, see below. 

      

https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=series+of+images+from+them+by+danny+trreacy&safe=active&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=621&source

=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiqtur11MbQAhXoL8AKHZoIDI4Q_AUIBigB#imgrc=71-yHBL5ZKsqEM%3A 

 

 

 



https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=images+from+theatres+of+the+real+from+the+series+washing+up&safe=active&espv=2&biw=1366&

bih=621&tbm=isch&imgil=tMG5GQdoEaAaEM%253A%253BGFsw8N4sjl152M%253Bhttps%25253A%25252F%25252Fstevemiddlehur

stcontextandnarrative.wordpress.com%25252F2015%25252F10%25252F01%25252Ftheatres-of-the-

real%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=tMG5GQdoEaAaEM%253A%252CGFsw8N4sjl152M%252C_&usg=__mS6roL7FDSvbci-

l4YLW6oQFJTQ%3D&ved=0ahUKEwiyyYqx1cbQAhXjBsAKHROECFIQyjcIJg&ei=0aA5WPKcFuONgAaTiKKQBQ#imgrc=tMG5GQ

doEaAaEM%3A 

 

 

 

The book has such a variety of imagery within it, which contrast with each other as illustrated 

above, with the familiarities of a cluttered kitchen, everyday kitchen appliances and utensils 

which one can relate to, to the extraordinary dark image above, which is from the series 

them. Where perhaps  the viewer could find some of the photographs from the series them 

problematic. 

 

Costumes and Characters 

In this essay it expresses how British documentary is people focused, showing characters as 

well as different breeds so to speak, with regards to social statuses, for example Maids, 

tramps, people walking along the street, from market traders, and bankers etc.  It questions 

the realities of these statuses that we come across in the streets.  For example a homeless 

person and whether they are really homeless? Questioning whether they are performers, it 

mentions this has been so since the nineteenth century, when social types appeared in books 

magazines through photographical documentary genre as they are today representing Britain. 

 Clare Strand's series on gone astray is said to have been inspired by Charles Dickens, with 

regards to the child being lost in the city and how the street is portrayed as a theatrical 

performance. 

p.g 88 



 

http://www.clarestrand.co.uk/works/?id=101 

 

Reading some of the essays and looking at the photographs, I came across a photographer 

called Bill Brandt, on his series on mythically class divided, from the nineteen thirties.  

Brandt  was quoted for the similarities and reconstruction of the series City, London 2008 in 

the book THEATRES of the REAL. In the essay An Imaginary Place by Joanna Lowry. 

I wanted to find out why the series in this book was similar and more about Brandt's 

photojournalism, because this is the genre I am working in and enjoy. 

 My current project is called Obsession, where I document in an area in Bristol called Knowle 

West.  I am creating a series of photographs and a short video on two groups, called the Tea 

dance and the Friendship group, using natural sources of light, to creatively capture my 

subjects facial expressions and skin tones etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1 

 

Minors in North Sunderland 

 

 

Social document of the minors and their families 

 

Figure 2 



 

 

 

 

Parlour maid series 

 

 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 



 

Flower girls street trader, during the 1930's 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110614012543/http://www.billbrandt.com/Videos/videobrandtpart1.html 

In the screen shots above from the video it shows the portraits standing in front of ambient 

light, this is how I am photographing my portraits.  Straight away I noticed the way Brandt 

had composed himself / subjects.  

Tea Dance and Friendship Group 

Whilst I am photographing for my project on Obsession, I might ask someone to stand in a 

particular spot, such as underneath, or in front of a window, because I am using natural 

ambient light for this project and I aim to use it effectively, creating drama thus showing the 

light which pours through the windows, that reflects over the floor.  The photographs are 

mainly natural captures of my subjects whilst they dance, or play bingo and socialise 

generally. 

 

Brandt was a photojournalist and talks about his work in the video I watched, that I have 

recorded above by screen shots. He mentioned how the photograph of the maid in figure 4 

above, that he had once photographed how... 

       'it is a different world now, and yet at the time it was quite normal.'   

This is exactly how I believe the photographs of the tea dance will be in the not so distant 

future.  The sequence dancing and waltz will just be a thing of the past and the older 

generation will be quite different, as we live in an ever changing world. 

Figure 5 



Brandt commented on figure 5 the street trader of the lady holding the flowers, how they 

wore strange hats and that you would not come across this in the street nowadays.  Again 

another photograph which resembles history. He also mentioned how you would not see a car 

in the street back then either. 

Brandt said how he knocked the door at the minors house, asking if he could take a 

photograph, he said 'they were all so nice,' and how they were very friendly saying do what 

you like.  This was my approach in Knowle West, with the same response from the residents.  

The welcome and the will to participate is fantastic.  

The way Brandt worked and his approach with people, was extraordinarily like my way of 

working. it seems by the video footage that Brandt was a people person and was able to 

converse with others with no problem.  Above show examples of his approach 

photographically with half body and full body, cutting the feet out, whether it was accidental 

or force of habit by not standing far back enough? Which is what I usually do.  I have been 

trying to photograph further back and not to zoom in, but to walk towards my subject for the 

approach for this project. I do however like a half body portrait and I am incorporating this 

also into my project. 

Some examples below of my image making with regards to natural ambient light, 

composition and framing. 
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